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ABSTRACT
Reconstructing the volume and the nerve cell number of the facial and liypoglossal nucleus of one
Wistar rat with Cavalieri ‘s estimator and a fractionator design we determinerl the mean empirical
error of systematic sampling probes through these nuclei depending on the sample size as reference
values. We compared these empirical values of the error to the mean estimated values obtained by
error estimators of Gundersen and Jensen (I987; J. Microsc. I47: 229-163) for the Cavalieri and
fractionator design and to the error estimator by Cruz—Orive (I990; J. Microsc. I60: 89-95) for the
fractionator design. Using the emperical approach, the mean error of the volume determination does
not exceed l0%, i.e. the range of interest of most stereological studies, using 4 equidistant sections
through the brainstem nuclei. The mean error of the neuron number estimation does not exceed 10%
using about 8 sections of the facial or l0 sections of the hypoglossal nucleus in the investigated rat.
The error estimator by Gundersen and Jensen (I987) overestimates the error for the volume
calculation using small sample sizes é I6 sections, but correlates nearly exact with the empirical
error of the nerve cell count using the fractionator design. The error estimator by Cruz—Orive (I990)
underestimates the error of the fractionator design for sample sizes é lb sections in both nuclei. In
conclusion, about 2% of the total number of possible 6 pm sections are enough to estimate the
volume of cranial nerve nuclei and 5% of the sections to estimate the neuron number with an
intra—individual precision less than IOZ. In the range of efficient sample sizes the error predictor of
Gundersen and Jensen (I987) is very reliable for the neuron number error estimation, but
overestimates the error of the neuron number. In our example the error predictor of Cruz—Orive
(I990) underestimates the neuron number error in the range of interest.
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INTRODUCTION
An important aspect of stereological studies with systematic sampling estimators like the

Cavalieri 's principle for the volume or the disector estimator (Sterio, I984) and the fractionator
lGundersen, I986) for the total number of particles in arbitrary objects is the efficiency, e.g. the
coefficient of error (CE) of these estimators. Using random sample probes in serial sections over- or
underestimations are made, the estimate is always an approximation to the true volume of number
of particles depending on the number of sections that have been taken into account (Zilles et al.,
I982; Gundersen and Jensen, I987).

Basing on Matheron 's theory Il97l) on the efficiency of systematic sampling, Gundersen and
Jensen (I987) developed a formula to predict the error variance of the Cavalieri and Iiractionator


















